
LFC UNVEILS AUGUST
PROSPECT RANKINGS

LFC's August Prospect Rankings saw a

great deal of movement this month as

Rylee Jade shot into top spot from #5.

The Hong Kong fighter trains out of

Vancouver, Canada and recently turned

heads at the LFC's Booty Camp

developmental gym in Kansas. At #2 is

Australian powerhouse Tai Emery,

climbing 8 spots thanks to a successful

Bare Knuckle Fighting Championships

debut. Sadiee Suicide holds steady at

#3. BrandiMae and Farah Fatherless

both make their first appearances on
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the Prospect Rankings at #4 and #5

respectively. Looking forward to seeing

all these beauties in action soon.

MODZ & BODZ IN
PRODUCTION

July saw LFC Film's latest series begin

production. Modz & Bodz is a car show

that combines hot wheels with sexy

women. Episode 2 saw LFC's top

prospect, Rylee Jade, join host Miles

Long as the pair installed a nitrous kit in

her Mustang GT. The series will shoot

all summer and into the fall. Hopefully

the temperature cools soon - during

one shooting day in early August the

temperature in Miles' garage reached

130!



NICHÉ BOUTIQUE TO
DRESS LFC FIGHTERS

LFC's newest sponsor, Niché Boutique,

has generously offered to make custom

lingerie for our fighters. This month at

www.LFCfights.com members can see

how some of the outfits turned out as

some of your favorite fighters try on

their new looks. Even LFC Prez Holly

Mei got in on the act! Niché Boutique is

co-owned by BrandiMae who just

happens to be #4 on this month's power

rankings. So Mei not only got a cute

outfit, she also landed a very promising

fighter. Check out Niché at

www.nbcfit.com



NEW EPISODE OF LFC�
EXPOSED!

The latest episode of LFC's wild reality

series goes deep behind the scenes of

a pair of LFC33 bouts from the Sturgis

Motorcycle Rally. First Sarah 'The Beast'

Brooks takes on Mia 'Mayhem'

Annabella followed by Lauren 'The

Animal' Fogle taking on Daisy

'Doomsday' Ducati. Two great fights

featuring four beautiful women with

commentary from the fighters

themselves. LFC� Exposed! is available

exclusively at www.LFCfights.com
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